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Program Description

CU Boulder

Masters of the Environment
(MENV)

An innovative, interdisciplinary professional master’s degree builds students into leaders in a wide range of careers in conservation,
consulting, energy, natural resources, planning, policy. 5 tracks: Sustainble Food Systems, Renewable & Sustainable Energy,
Environmental & Natural Resources Policy, Urban Resilience & Sustainability, Sustainability in the Outdoor Industry. Residential program.
151 students. Students generally have 2-5 years of prior work experience before coming to program. Students complete 1 year long
capstone project. A number of student projects for capstone and MENV courses have been in the OREC sector. 1.5-2 years to
completion. 48 credits

CU Boulder

Master's of Outdoor Recreation
Economy

forthcoming (Aug 2021) launch of new online master's degree. Consists of "stackable" 10-credit certificates on various topics (economic
development, outdoor business, leadership, policy. Students able to tailor their degree towards their interests. Open to part and full time
students. Flexible programming. 30 credits.

CU Boulder

Outdoor Recreation Economy

various forthcoming for-credit and not-for-credit professional education and graduate education offerings in multiple formats. Programming
will include another master's degree, professional learning certificates (no degree required), experiential learning opportunities, and others.
Format will be distance, in-person, and hybrid. Launch ~summer 2022 and later.

Western Colorado University Outdoor Industry MBA
– Gunnison

Western’s Outdoor Industry MBA brings professionals the content and connections of a degree geared specifically to their field. Students
take a traditional business core along with specialized tracks that focus on the unique social, environmental and structural elements of the
outdoor industry. It is for people who want to move up the professional ladder and bring their lifestyle with them.

Western Colorado University Master in Environmental
Management

Western’s MEM program, on a campus surrounded by a living laboratory in the heart of the Rockies, offers interdisciplinary training for
building environmental and community resilience.

Colorado State University

Graduate Certificate in Adventure
Tourism

The certificate provides students with the theoretical, managerial, and entrepreneurial, knowledge and skills required for successfully
developing and managing land, water, and air-based adventure tourism ventures. The certificate courses focus on key areas of knowledge
for successful entrepreneurship and advancement within the adventure tourism industry

Colorado State University

Graduate Certificate in Agritourism The Department of Human Dimensions of Natural Resources (HDNR) contributes to informed decision making and a broad based
Management
understanding of the ways in which humans value, use, and depend on the natural environment. Whether online or on-campus, HDNR’s
cutting edge approach to teaching in tourism and conservation equips students with dynamic coursework, experiential learning
opportunities, and real world experiences that make a decisive impact on their future. HDNR is a part of the Warner College of Natural
Resources.

Colorado State University

Graduate Certificate in
Communications for Conservation

The Graduate Certificate in Communications for Conservation is a 6-course, 12-credit program covering concepts and strategies, research
and case studies, and tools and skills for successful conservation communications. Focus is given to various methods of community and
stakeholder outreach, and public and media relations as they relates to conservation and conservation planning

Colorado State University

Graduate certificate in ski area
managemant

SKAMP is an accelerated online graduate certificate that emphasizes applied and experiential learning specific to the ski industry. This
program has been developed to address a need identified by the ski industry for greater graduate educational opportunities to better train
the next generation of ski area managers. Much of the content for this graduate certificate is provided directly from ski industry experts
from all over North America and the world.
This program is designed to be flexible and to cater to the needs of those already working within the ski industry, as well as those who are
looking to start a career within the ski industry. Our students will graduate with the knowledge, expertise, and industry connections that are
critical to the successful start or advancement of their careers within ski area management.

Colorado State University

Master of Conservation
Leadership

The Conservation Leadership through Learning program at Colorado State University is a master’s degree which prepares leaders to
address complex conservation issues at local, regional, and global scales. The program is built around principles of experiential learning,
interdisciplinary instruction, and applied approaches. Working closely with a network of practitioners and organizations, CLTL is the option
for individuals seeking to make a difference in the lives and ecosystems of our planet.

Colorado State University

Master of Tourism Management

CSU's Master of Tourism Management program teaches the skills needed by future leaders of the rapidly expanding global tourism
industry. Our holistic approach blends sustainable tourism practices, strategic analysis and industry expertise based on input from our
Advisory Board.

Colorado State University

Master of Science in
Environmental Leadership

This master’s degree prepares leaders to address complex conservation issues at local, regional, and global scales. The program is built
around principles of experiential learning, interdisciplinary instruction, and applied approaches.

Colorado Mesa University

Bachelor of Science: Outdoor
Recreation Industry Studies

The Outdoor Recreation Industry Studies degree program at CMU prepares students to enter the world of outdoor industry business
management, sales, and marketing; as well as adventure and guide services, programming, expedition planning and outdoor leadership.
This program recognizes the interdisciplinary nature of the outdoor industry, combining a wide range of coursework in outdoor leadership,
business management, innovation and entrepreneurship, adventure planning, tourism, risk management, stewardship and sustainability.
Through study and experience, students completing the degree in Outdoor Recreation Industry Studies will be prepared to work in one of
the largest growing segments of the economy: the outdoor recreation industry.

Colorado Mountain College Outdoor Education - Associate
Degree

With Colorado Mountain College's Outdoor Education Program, students get the best of both worlds: the groundwork of a liberal arts
education coupled with theoretical and hands-on outdoor leadership experiences. They can build a solid foundation for thier future,
whether they choose to get a job or pursue a higher degree.

Colorado Mountain College Outdoor Recreation Leadership Associate Degree

Students interested in an outdoor recreation degree can get the skills and knowledge to develop and lead people in the outdoors with
CMC's two-year outdoor education program. The Outdoor Recreation Leadership degree teaches students wilderness skills and helps
them gain confidence in leadership situations. CMC stresses low-impact techniques for responsible environmental stewardship. This twoyear outdoor education school teaches:
Wilderness studies
Business and management principles
Group development
Leadership theory
Communication & Conflict resolution
Safe and efficient travel
Leave no trace

Colorado Mountain College Professional Fly-Fishing Guide Certificate

The professional fly fishing guide certification program at Colorado Mountain College is a six-week summer program in Leadville, CO
designed to provide students with the skills and techniques needed to get a head start in fly fish guiding. In addition, students will be
provided the basic skills to start thier own business. Students are immersed in all things fly fishing, including:
Fly tying
Entomology
Business skills
Guiding techniques

Colorado Mountain College Rope Rescue Technician Certificate

This certificate will train students in the technical skills of wilderness rope rescue. The certificate will provide students will the skill set
needed to work as a rope technician in a mountain, wilderness, or high angle environment. The depth and breadth of the curriculum in this
67.5 hour certification goes beyond what is typically taught in a level 1 or 2 rope rescue course. Students who seek jobs as search &
rescue technicians, climbing guides, park rangers, rope rescue instructors, and special operations will be able to provide employers with
the necessary rope rescue certification needed to gain employment.

Colorado Mountain College Wilderness Emergency Medical
Services - Certificate

CMC’s WEMS Certification sets the industry standard for individuals who seek specialist-level wilderness rescue and medical training. This
certification program was developed by professional wilderness rescuers to provide the most updated, realistic, hands-on training in
wilderness rescue medicine. CMC’s WEMS program has its finger on the pulse of rescue medicine and will provide students with cutting
edge scenario-based instruction. The Summit County area offers the perfect venue to hone your rescue skills and learn from world class
professional rescuers.

Colorado Mountain College Action Sports Industry
(AAS)Associate

Colorado Mountain College’s Action Sports Industry (ASI) degree capitalizes on the combination of the snowboard/ski, skate, surf, wake,
and bike industry by offering an associate degree specializing in the unique needs of today’s competitive marketplace. With the action
sport industry becoming more intertwined, the program’s unique curriculum creates pathways for our students to become a part of this fastpaced, high-energy career field. The ASI degree provides students an opportunity to gain the skills and knowledge necessary to find
employment in the action sport industry as a manufacture representative, product manager, retail sales manager, retail sales employee or
repair technician. The degree will include courses that will improve technical knowledge needed to be successful in the action sport
industry while emphasizing the skills necessary to be a leader.

Colorado Mountain College Avalanche Science Certificate

Designed by avalanche professionals from the Colorado Avalanche Information Center, CMC and USFS, the Avalanche Science program
will help current and aspiring avalanche workers advance their careers with training and education.The CMC Avalanche Science program
delivers in-depth knowledge and experiential learning over a wide range of subjects. Guided by qualified, expert faculty students will:
Learn the fundamentals of weather forecasting & snow science
Master essential avalanche control and avalanche rescue techniques
Hybrid curriculum: online classes + 3 on-campus sessions per year
Designed and taught by respected avalanche experts
Prepare for a job in snow safety and avalanche safety
Complete a field internship in the mountains
Practice risk management, leadership skills and operational services
Track mountain snowpack over two full winters

Colorado Mountain College Hospitality ManagementAssociate This state-approved certificate is based on Colorado Mountain College’s well-respected Hospitality Management degree program, which
has prepared its graduates for successful careers in the resort industry worldwide for many years. Students will learn from expert faculty
who live and work at the world-class resorts of Vail or Steamboat Springs, Colorado. Skills gainedFront Office Procedures
Food & Beverage Management
Hotel & Restaurant Accounting
Hotel Sales and Marketing
Cost Control
Colorado Mountain College Resort Management: Hospitality
Operations Certificate

A professional training in a world-class resort town. Not to mention access to one of the best ski slopes in the Western United States.
Students have the opportunity to:
Work directly with large hotel and resort operations
Learn from small business owners and managers of bed and breakfasts and lodges
Help with weddings, banquets, large meetings and corporate events
Travel to national conferences, such as the International Hotel, Motel and Restaurant Show in New York City and the Colorado Hotel and
Restaurant Show

Colorado Mountain College Ski & Snowboard Business
Associate

This is the only program in the US that focuses on snowsports retail, manufacturing and marketing. Students get global business contacts
through Colorado Mountain College and Snowsports Industries America (SIA) for a great start in the snowsports industry. Because CMC's
Ski and Snowboard Business program was the first of its kind, it is respected by industry professionals around the world. With this
international business reputation, students can make valuable contacts and gain experience that would take several years on the job.

Colorado Mountain College Ski & Snowboard Business
Certificate

A sports business degree in Ski and Snowboard Business opens the door to a job in sales, management, equipment development, and
more. Students could own a ski shop or design cutting-edge equipment, consult with Olympic athletes and national teams. Program
Outcomes/Competencies:
Analyze boot, ski and board problems and identify and initiate solutions.
Demonstrate appropriate use of tools and materials for Ski and Snowboard tuning.
Organize retail store layouts.
Use basic foot anatomy, physiology and bio-mechanics to properly fit ski and snowboard boots.
Understand material resource management and sourcing.

Colorado Mountain College Ski & Snowboard Marketing Media Colorado Mountain College offers ski and snowboard marketing courses in:
Manager Certificate
Digital video
Development of film expression
Digital editing
Writing for broadcast media
Ski and snowboard marketing and media
Through these classes, students will hone the skills they need to work in a marketing department within an action sports firm, adventure
sports company or resort.

Colorado Mountain College Ski & Snowboard Professional
Guide Certificate

This certificate provides the student an opportunity to gain the skills and knowledge necessary to find employment as a ski/snowboard
guide in a snow-cat guided skiing operation, heli-skiing operation, or other back-country and hut-to-hut ski/snowboarding operation. The
program includes courses that will improve technical knowledge of back country skiing or snowboarding. It emphasizes the interaction with
clients and the natural environment and exposes students to the aspects of running a small business.

Colorado Mountain College Ski & Snowboard Retail & Repair
Shop Technician Certificate

Colorado Mountain College has an international reputation, with the only ski and snowboard business program of its kind. Worldwide
business contacts through Colorado Mountain College can give students a great start in the snowsports industry. Students will have
valuable opportunities to work and network in the ski and rental shops of Steamboat Springs, Colorado. The program offers real-world
experience with repairing and tuning equipment such as how to properly fit boots and secure bindings. Students will be giving skiers the
tools they need to have a safe, fun experience on the mountain.

Colorado Mountain College Ski & Snowboard Shop Manager
Certificate

SnowSports Industries America and CMC have created the first industry-wide certification and testing center for the snowsports industry.
The program offers real-world experience with repairing and tuning equipment such as how to properly fit boots and secure bindings.
Students will be giving skiers the tools they need to have a safe, fun experience on the mountain.

Colorado Mountain College Ski Area Operations Associate

The best way to learn Ski Area Management is to experience it first-hand. Drive a snow groomer. Help build a new ski trail. Repair a
gondola. Colorado Mountain College's epic locale and hands-on philosophy give students the chance to actively work on some of the
most notable slopes in the nation. Hands-on opportunities to:
Work on major ski competitions such as the World Cup races
Be involved in large-scale international events
Network with high-level ski and snowboard professionals
Intern at any winter resort in the world
Learn about the wide range of mountain conditions
Use state-of-the-art equipment and cutting-edge technology

Colorado Mountain College Ski Area Operations: Ropeway
Technician-Electrical Certificate

The online Ropeway Maintenance Technician Program from CMC is America's only certification in ski lift and ropeway maintenance.
Through a combination of web-based and work experience, employees can become Certified Ropeway Technicians without leaving their
workplace. Ropeway Technician students can specialize in two areas: mechanical or electrical. Both specialties include hands-on work
experience at the student's workplace supervised by a workplace mentor. When completed for credit, the program provides the student
with a Certificate of Occupational Proficiency from the State of Colorado.

Colorado Mountain College Ski Area Operations: Ropeway
Technician-Mechanical Certificate

The online Ropeway Maintenance Technician Program from CMC is America's only certification in ski lift and ropeway maintenance.
Through a combination of web-based and work experience, employees can become Certified Ropeway Technicians without leaving their
workplace. Ropeway Technician students can specialize in two areas: mechanical or electrical. Both specialties include hands-on work
experience at the student's workplace supervised by a workplace mentor. When completed for credit, the program provides the student
with a Certificate of Occupational Proficiency from the State of Colorado.

Colorado Mountain College Ski Area Operations: Slope & Trail These certificates provide the student an opportunity to gain the skills necessary to find entry-level employment in the grooming, snowMaintenance I Certificate
making, and slope maintenance field. The curriculum includes many of the courses included in the Associate of Applied Science degree in
Ski Area Operations and credits may be applied toward that degree.
Colorado Mountain College Ski Area Operations: Slope & Trail These certificates provide the student an opportunity to gain the skills necessary to find entry-level employment in the grooming, snowMaintenance II Certificate
making, and slope maintenance field. The curriculum includes many of the courses included in the Associate of Applied Science degree in
Ski Area Operations and credits may be applied toward that degree.
Colorado Mountain College Ski Patrol Operations Level I
Certificate

This certificate provides the student an opportunity to gain the skills necessary to find entry-level employment as a career ski patroller. This
curriculum includes many of the courses included in the Associate of Applied Science degree in Ski Area Operations and credits may be
applied toward that degree. Graduates of the program will receive a Certificate of Occupational Proficiency in Patrol Operations I or II.

Colorado Mountain College Ski Patrol Operations Level II
Certificate

This certificate provides the student an opportunity to gain the skills necessary to find entry-level employment as a career ski patroller. This
curriculum includes many of the courses included in the Associate of Applied Science degree in Ski Area Operations and credits may be
applied toward that degree. Graduates of the program will receive a Certificate of Occupational Proficiency in Patrol Operations I or II.

Colorado Mountain College SnowSports Industries America
(SIA) Certificate

This certificate provides the student an opportunity to be trained in the different aspects of the SnowSport industry and to gain the
knowledge necessary to successfully complete the SnowSport Industries America certification examinations. The Ski and Snowboard
Business program has worked with SIA to identify common positions within the SnowSport Industry and test individuals on their knowledge
of the curriculum via certification examinations. The program includes courses that will improve knowledge of marketing, retailing, and
wholesaling. It emphasizes the business aspects of the industry and contains content exclusively created by the industry for Colorado
Mountain College. Credits earned during the completion of the certificate can be applied to the Associate of Applied Science degree in Ski
and Snowboard Business. Graduates of the program will receive a Certificate of Occupational Proficiency in SIA Ski and Snowboard
Certification.

Fort Lewis College

BA Adventure Eucation

Adventure Education (AE) is a rigorous program in which students learn to become teachers, leaders, and professional outdoor educators.
Classes include indoors and outdoor programs: learn backcountry skills, intern in the industry, immerse yourself in an all-AE semester,
conduct and present research, and collaborate with local organizations to solve real problems.

Metropolitan State
University of Denver

Bachelor of Arts in Therapeutic
Recreation

A recreational therapist utilizes a wide range of techniques to improve the physical, cognitive, emotional, social and leisure needs of their
clients. A recreational therapist works with the client, their family members and others significant to the improvement of their health
condition. Recreational therapists assist clients to develop skills, knowledge and behaviors for daily living and community involvement. The
goal of recreational therapy is to restore, remediate or rehabilitate in order to improve functioning and independence as well as reduce or
eliminate the effects of illness or disability.

Metropolitan State
University of Denver

Bachelor of Arts in Recreation
Management.

The Recreation Professions program, within the Department of Health Professions, provides scholarly instruction and practical experiences
to prepare students as skilled recreation professionals and leaders. The program, with contributions of dedicated professionals, will
continue to provide educational and practical instruction to establish a solid foundation in recreation and leisure studies.Upon graduation,
our Recreation Management students are eligible to sit for their exam to become Certified Park and Recreation Professionals.

University of Denver

Certificate, Energy & Sustainability In this certificate program, you’ll learn how to advocate for the use of renewable energy and sustainability while gaining insight into the way
energy sources are used, regulated, and financed.
Energy & Sustainability, Masters
A shifting energy landscape brings sustainability concerns to the forefront and through this program, you can become an informed
Concentration
advocate for the use of sustainable practices. Learn how energy sources are developed, leveraged, regulated, and financed while
assessing trends in energy and cultivating sound environmental policies.

University of Denver

University of Denver, Sturm Environmental & Natural
College of Law
Resources Law & Policy LLM

Denver Law provides a world-leading course of graduate study and experience for students seeking greater understanding of these
issues, and the associated challenges and opportunities. Along with our environmental and natural resources core classes, we offer our
students innovative coursework in renewable energy and sustainable development to better prepare them to excel in their careers.

Front Range Community
College

A.A.S in Natural Resources

In the Natural Resources degree program you will explore GIS systems, forest science principles, range land management, and wildlife and
fisheries management. You'll participate in community natural resources projects to gain practical skills in forestry, wildlife, aquaculture,
fisheries, wildland fire, and the computer analysis of natural resources.

Front Range Community
College

A.A.S in Forestry Technology

In the Forestry Technology program you will explore GIS applications, tree care, soils, forestry research and harvesting, water movement,
and wildlife and fisheries management, with special emphasis on the principles of forest science, forestry field research and field skills in
hydrology and soil science.

Front Range Community
College

A.A.S in Wildlife Technology

The Wildlife Technology degree prepares you for a career as a wildlife technician. It focuses on principles and research techniques to
assist in wildlife and land management. You'll learn practical field skills, theory, and applications for the study and management of wildlife,
fisheries, and wild bird populations.

Front Range Community
College
Front Range Community
College

Environmental Education
Certificate
Forestry Certificate Certificate

This certificate program introduces you to the history, legislation, principles, and goals of environmental literacy and education.

Front Range Community
College
Front Range Community
College

Natural Resources Certificate

This certificate program builds on the Forestry certificate and covers theory, philosophy, and applications for study and management of
wildlife and fisheries resources. Field and laboratory methods are introduced.
This certificate program introduces you to basic and advanced analytical tools as you develop skills in spatial problem solving.

This degree is accredited by the North American Wildlife Technology Association (NAWTA).

Natural Resources GIS Certificate

This certificate program introduces you to the principles of forest science, dendrology, forest fire behavior, silviculture principles, and
research techniques.

Front Range Community
College
Front Range Community
College

Natural Resources Recreation
Certificate
Wildland Fire Certificate

This certificate program combines lecture and practical outdoor experiences relating to problems and trends in outdoor recreation.

Front Range Community
College
Red Rocks Community
College

Wildlife Certificate

This certificate program covers theory, philosophy, and applications for the study and management of wildlife and fisheries resources.

Associate of Applied Science in
Outdoor Education

The Outdoor Education program at Red Rocks Community College offers an experiential, hands-on education for students wishing to
pursue an associate of arts degree with an emphasis in outdoor education. The completion of this degree is appropriate for those wanting
to pursue careers in the recreation, outdoor education, guiding and outdoor leadership fields, as well as those who would like to continue
their education at a four year institution.

Red Rocks Community
College

Fundamentals of Outdoor
Leadership Certificate (Warren
Tech)

Through a cooperative agreement with Warren Tech (the career and technical high school for Jefferson County Public Schools), RRCC
students pursuing certain career and technical college degrees/certificates may take courses (on a space-available basis) at Warren Tech
(WT), which is adjacent to the RRCC campus.

Red Rocks Community
College

Outdoor Professional (Guiding)
Certificate

The Outdoor Professional Certificate is for those who are seeking a career as a field guide or outdoor instructor in a variety of
environments in the outdoor industry. This certificate focuses on understanding industry standards, examining interactions with clients, and
experiential learning through field experiences.

Red Rocks Community
College

Outdoor Industry
Business/Management Certificate

The Outdoor Industry Business/Management Certificate is for those who are seeking a career in the outdoor industry that focuses on
business practices. This includes management, ownership, marketing, administrative duties, and more. The certificate will better prepare an
individual with the skills necessary to properly operate and manage a business related to the outdoor industry.

Red Rocks Community
College

Wilderness Therapy Specialist
Certificate

The Wilderness Therapy Specialist Certificate is for students who are seeking a career that uses wilderness as a therapeutic process to
help those in need. This certificate focuses on theory within psychology and sociology as well as experiential learning in the outdoors
through field courses.

Red Rocks Community
College

Facilitation/Education Specialist
Certificate

The Facilitation/ Education Specialist Certificate is designed for students who are seeking a career in experiential education and
facilitation. The certificate focuses on theory and principles related to effectively educating and teaching others while also emphasizing
experiential learning through outdoor based field courses.

Colorado Northwestern
Community College

NPS Park Ranger Academy
certificate

Instruction at the Colorado Northwestern National Park Service approved Park Ranger Law Enforcement Academy (P.R.L.E.A.) meets or
exceeds Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (F.L.E.T.C.) requirements. Upon graduation students will receive an accredited
NPS/FLETC PRLEA certificate. This is good for 3 years and will grant them the opportunity to work as a seasonal LE officer with the NPS.
Included in the training is Taser, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration DUI/SFST/HGN, and Radar that will upgrade your
credentials for obtaining seasonal employment. These courses are part of PRLEA regular training. CNCC employs a full time Lead
Instructor and Program Director who instruct, administer, and oversee all aspects of the training. They have over 60 years of combined law
enforcement and law enforcement instructor experience and will help you develop the knowledge, skills, and abilities you need to become
a successful Ranger in the field.

Colorado Northwestern
Community College

Associate of Applied Science
(A.A.S) in Park Ranger Studies

CNCC also now offers an option to receive an Associate of Applied Science (A.A.S) in Park Ranger Studies, which combines the NPS Park
Ranger Academy certificate with recommended general education courses and electives. If you attend CNCC to get your A.A.S. in Park
Ranger Studies, you will be taking courses that have been handpicked to prepare you for success in the academy.

Pikes Peak Community
College

Associates of Applied Science in
Outdoor Leadership and
Recreation Technology

This two-year AAS degree includes a variety of hands-on learning opportunities and a diverse elective list allowing students to enhance
outdoor skills in their specific area of interest. Training emphases include outdoor leadership, field studies, group dynamics, risk
management, wilderness skills, and low-impact techniques for environmental stewardship. To enhance the learning process, students will
utilize their education by applying skills developed within the program to an internship of their choosing

University of Northern
Colorado

P.S.M Environmental Geosciences The Environmental Geosciences P.S.M. program offers advanced scientific training for high-level careers in resource management, energy
development, environmental regulation, public policy and related fields. You’ll conduct sophisticated fieldwork, data gathering and
statistical analysis, while cultivating the managerial and communication skills necessary to lead and communicate about complex scientific
inquiries.

Naropa University

Ecopsychology - Master of Arts

This certificate program provides instruction on environmental factors that affect the start and spread of wildfire and recognition of
potentially hazardous situations. Entry-level wildland firefighters skills are taught. Successful completion of this certificate can lead to a
"Red Card," (the Interagency Incident Qualification Card to work as a wildland firefighter).

Ecopsychology is an emerging field that is developing in recognition that human health, identity, and sanity are intimately linked to the
health of the earth and must include sustainable and mutually enhancing relationships between humans and the nonhuman world.

Colorado School of Mines

Environmental Engineering
Science

Environmental Engineering science is the study of fundamental biological, chemical, and physical processes that relate to the field of
environmental and water resources engineering. Students in this emphasis area usually have interests in environmental microbiology,
aqueous chemistry, environmental organic chemistry, biogeochemistry, or fundamental processes associated with engineered water
systems.

Adams State University

Bachelor of Arts in Outdoor
Education and Stewardship

The Outdoor Education and Stewardship (OES) degree is designed to give outdoor professionals flexibility in building their careers students gain skills in outdoor leadership, management, education, and environmental stewardship. Located within the department of
Biology and Earth Sciences, the OES degree deepens students’ knowledge of environmental science and humankind’s relationship to the
land. With its unique emphasis on stewardship, students will be putting their knowledge to practice by engaging in local projects including
trail building, habitat and river restoration, and outdoor education for youth across the San Luis Valley. This degree will give students the
skills and experience complementing thier desire to care for and protect wild places.

Trinidad State Junior
College

Trail Management & Construction

Introduction to Natural Surface Trails and Recreation Management

